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neuendettelsau

balance
idyllic living
sophisticated learning
life in
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Congratulations.
You have just discovered
a precious jewel.
Neuendettelsau is an exceptional municipality
in more ways than one. Being a diaconal
centre, it has not only attained a high profile
around the world, but also provides facilities
and services that are not available in a number
of other large cities.
To no small extent, it owes its transformation
from a Middle Franconian town characterised
by small farmers to a modern municipality
with about 7,500 inhabitants to the activities
of the social welfare work founder, Wilhelm
Löhe, whose name and image is omnipresent
throughout the town. Today, Neuendettelsau
is an attractive place to live and work, with
advantages we would like to present you.
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The streets of Neuendettelsau are colourful. People from more than 40 countries
live and work here. The projects and
partnerships of Mission EineWelt on all
continents ensure a lively influx of visitors.
The great variety of educational facilities
and the regular international conventions
also attract considerable attention. These
facilities include Augustana University, the
Sniffer Dog Training School, the diaconal
social welfare organisation as well as our
hotels and companies.

worldmeets in
neuendettelsau
the

Music unites people – also here, at the global
church festival, with guests from Africa, Asia
and South America.

A signpost to the
big wide world:
The partnerships
of the Mission
EineWelt extend
from El Salvador to
Papua New Guinea.

neuendettelsau

integrates
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Neuendettelsau is a cosmopolitan and openminded community, with a well-developed network of social facilities. The legacy of clergyman
Wilhelm Löhes can be felt and experienced to
this very day: Helpfulness, dedication and the
willingness to approach others is what characterises the local inhabitants.
Thanks to the diaconal social welfare organisation, many people with disabilities also live and
work directly in the town. During the course of
their daily work, they interact quite naturally and
make their own contribution to the town activities, for instance in the fields of music, theatre
and sport. People with wide-ranging cultural
backgrounds also encounter one another here
without any reservations, to learn, work, hold
discussions or exchange opinions.

Despite a disability
participating in life
in all of its diversity.

Culture and socialising go hand in hand:
Neuendettelsau Music afficionados have
formed a variety of different choirs,
bands and ensembles, embellishing the
concert year with great creatively and
diversity. Highlights, among others, are
the performances of the Neuendettelsau
Church Choir that cooperates with different orchestras and enthralls its audiences
with musically demanding pieces.

neuendettelsau

interested

Whoever takes a
closer look will
recognise important
theologians such
as Wilhelm Löhe
and Hermann von
Bezzel in the facial
features of the
24 elders from the
Book of Revelations,
found above the
main entrance of
the Church of
St. Laurentius.

The musical aspect
of the church services in Neuendettelsau is in the hands
of talented and
dedicated church
musicians. From
time to time, wellknown soloists and
orchestras are also
involved.
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A friendship that is cast
in stone and well
nurtured: since 1996,
the French village
of Treignac has
been twinned with
Neuendettelsau.
The two trumpet choirs of

The Neuendettelsau
choirs regale their
audiences with
oratorios, a capella
motets, Bach
cantatas and other
sophisticated works.

Neuendettelsau celebrated their
150th anniversary in 2015 and, as
such, are the oldest in the whole of
Bavaria. The Löhe-Zeit museum and
the "einBlick" missionary exhibition are
unique. They vividly convey Neuendettelsau's history and the ties the town
has to all corners of the world. Regular
special exhibitions ensure diversity in
the museums' programme.

The Löhe-Zeit
museum depicts the
people's lives in the
time of clergyman
Wilhelm Löhe. What
is more, it also
draws attention
to the Franconian
exodus to North
America.

The "einBlick" exhibition is dedicated
to the four regions
abroad in which
Mission EineWelt is
active

The following
motto applies in
our restaurants:
The meal should
first satisfy the
eye and then the
stomach.

neuendettelsau
and

enjoys
is hospitable
Those wishing to get to know the Franconians, learn to love them via Franconi-

Pleasant
weather is best
enjoyed on the
café terrace or in
the beer garden.

an cuisine. In Neuendettelsau, there are
numerous possibilities to indulge in a
hearty meal and enjoy a good beer.
However, coffee lovers and friends of
international cuisine are also sure to find
something to suit their taste. For
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a longer sojourn, our hotels and inns always offer comfortable accommodation.
Our guests can work and celebrate in
comfort in convention rooms and festival halls with modern equipment and an
agreeable ambience.

"No pleasure is fleeting,
for the impression it leaves
behind lasts forever."
J. W. von Goethe

Great emphasis
is placed on
hospitality in
Neuendettelsau:
good service is
just as important
as culinary
delights.

Modern comfort:
The hotel lounge
invites you to relax
and indulge in
pleasant company.

The Neuendettelsau' municipal area, with its 19

neuendettelsau
is

green

districts can best be discovered with one of the
numerous hiking and biking routes.
The landscape is characterised by tranquil streams,
rivers, forests and meadows, and for people in
search of rest and relaxation, it offers tranquillity and
wonderful views.
Particularly Aurachtal with its millstreams is worth a
visit In the centre of Neuendettelsau, a large number
of green areas also invite visitors to linger and relax.

Not only the students
of Augustana University
enjoy the summer in
Neuendettelsau out
in the open.
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A wonderful pastime:
Playing chess in the
residential home for
senior citizens

Romantic half-timbered barn in
the Geichsenhof district,
erected around 1700

Neo-Romanesque
oratory behind
the Christophorus
Residence

Sports and recreational activities at the
skateboard park

A variety of different playgrounds with
plenty of space for running around

Comfortable living for senior citizens,
ns, ta
tailo
tailored
ilored
red to th
the
ens' residential
individual needs in the senior citizens'
home Neuendettelsau

modern
standards
Rural idyll
Rural
idyll and moder
dern stan
tandar
dards –
no contradiction n Neuen
uendettelsau's built-up
up
Neuendettelsau's

Where families feel right at home:
Our development areas
are centrally located and yet
quiet and idyllic.
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neuendettelsau
contemporary living
Quiet and conveniently situated locations, a pleasant quality
of llif
life
ifee and all important facilities in direct proximity: this is
what characterises Neuendettelsau's built-up and residential
areas. They meet the needs of young families and combine
rural
tranquillity with a modern infrastructure.
rura
ru
rall tr
Senior
Seni
Se
nior
or citizens also find ideal prerequisites here: the three
centrally located senior citizen residences not only offer high
centra
care sstandards, but also modern forms of living that allow
self-determined
living up to a high age, yet at the same time
self
se
lf-d
-d
security
secu
se
curi
cu
ri and support.
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One of the major
ajor
or benefits
of Neuendettelsau
lsau
au is its
favourable traffic accessibility.
acces
cces
essi
sibility.

Neuendettelsau
has a great
variety of small
stores on offer

neuendettelsau
has short distances
The car can remain in the garage because the majority of public facilities
and shopping possibilities are "just around the corner" in Neuendettelsau.
Be it kindergartens, schools, retail, supermarkets, sport facilities, the
leisure pool or a cosy restaurant: here everything is easily accessible
by foot, bike or local bus line. What is more, we set particular store
by accessibility. Neuendettelsau has its own train station with good
connections to Ansbach and the urban agglomeration areas. For those
who do not wish to be without their own car, the metropolis Nuremberg
can be reached via the through road and motorway within 30 minutes.

Everything
under one roof
in the arcade:
post office
branch, clothing
store, healthfood shop and
plenty more

Idyllic: The medieval Rothenburg
with its city wall and Tauber
Bridge of 1330. It used to be
a part of the trade route from
Augsburg to Würzburg.

The Ansbach residence used to be the seat
of the Margraves of Brandenburg-Ansbach.
Today the Middle Franconian government
is based here. The courtyard garden and
orangery are well worth a visit.

In the romantic cloister, which dates back to
the 12th century, the popular "Feuchtwanger
Kreuzgangspiele" are hosted every summer.

attractive
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surrounding
region

Why travel far away?
Middle Franconia is rich in
culture, history, nature and
leisure attractions.

Tourism magnet along the
Romantic Road: Dinkelsbühl with
its late medieval cityscape.

Neuendettelsau is located at the heart
of Middle Franconia. From here, a great
number of regional tourist attractions
are within quick and simple reach.
These include Heilsbronn cathedral, the
residential city of Ansbach, the medieval-romantic Rothenburg ob der Tauber
and Nuremberg with its Kaiserburg.
Located in close proximity is the Franconian lake district holiday region, where
guests will find not only rest and recreation but also numerous sportive activities such as sailing, stand up paddling,
beach volleyball and kite surfing. What
is more, the motorway offers a fast
connection to Franconian Switzerland,
which is a hiking and climbing paradise.

Be it on water or on the river banks: The Franconian lake district
offers its visitors a myriad of leisure activities. An experience for
the whole family is a trip with the Trimaran "MS Brombachsee".

A view from Kaiserburg across the roofs of
the city: Nuremberg is a modern metropolis
with a rich history and many tourist sights.

in neuendettelsau

life is good

"Es geht was zam" is what one says in Franconia when people get together
toge
to undertake
something – be it having fun or realising a community work project. In Ne
Neuendettelsau, something is almost always "was zam": people meet,
exchange views, work together
toget
on something,
celebrate and pursue their hobbies. Living customs, such as the traditional
traditiona "Kerwa" – which is
quite literally dug out in Neuendettelsau
Neu
– and
more than 50 clubs and organisations
org
with
numerous members, ensure plenty of diversity
and socialising in town. Be it sport, technology
or music fans, animal or nat
nature friends: here
one still finds genuine social
socia networks in which

Every year, the "Kerwa" in Neuendettelsau
elsau
draws everyone
ne in town to the streets – be it
for the traditional
onal procession…

people can share their inter
interests and enthusiasms with others.
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... or for the Kerwa race, where sport
enthusiasts can demonstrate their
speed and endurance.
durance.

He seems to be amu
amused, and smiling:
The bust of clergyman
clergym Wilhelm Löhe
observes
and bustle
obser
bserves the hustle
hu
during the motorcycle
motorcy service
at the Church of St. Laurentius.

"Eigenartig einzigartig
und trotzdem mittendrin“
(unusually unique and yet
in the thick of things" is
the motto of "werkstatt
allstars“. The musicians
with disabilities aim to
break down barriers with
their performances, and
simply relish the joy of
music – which they are
really excellent at.

Adults drink coffee and
read the newspaper;
the little ones page
through picture book
boxes, young adults
pick a DVD for the
television evening with
friends: Our modern
library with more
than 20,000 media is
the meeting point for
people of all ages.

Normally, they
learn Hebraic
vocabulary;
sometimes also
Shakespearean
texts: Acting
offers the students
of Augustana
University good
diversion – and
audiences also
appreciate this.
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neuendettelsau is

growing

Ideal conditions for young families: In Neuendettelsau, not only can one find the water park Novamare
and numerous playgrounds where little ones can play to their hearts' content. Childcare is also taken
care of: four daycare centres for children, with space for more than 300 children are available. The service covers everything from places in a child daycare centre to a special education-oriented after school
care centre, right up to early intervention and after-school support of school children. Teenagers enjoy
meeting at the youth centre or make use of the great number of different sporting facilities.

"As a child, everyone
is an artist. The difficulty
lies in remaining one
once we are adult."
Pablo Picasso

Simply allowed to be a child: our kindergartens
offer plenty of space and many possibilities for
playing and running around.

Meeting friends, playing, chatting and
the matching music to go with this:
Recreational fun in the youth centre

In the Neuendettelsau music school, the little
ones already find out how much fun singing or
playing an instrument is.

Augustana
university
Neuendettelsau has a unique status amongst
university centres: As the only village with a university, it is home to the Augustana University for
Protestant Theology. Approximately 170 students
from all over the world contribute to the townscape's youthful appearance. The idyllically-located campus, the familiar atmosphere and the broad
range of leisure activities for students ensure that
studying here is a truly special experience.
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The remarkably
varied school facilities
make Neuendettelsau
a true education stronghold.

training and
advanced training
Young people from near and far come to the community – all with one mutual goal: to learn Neuendettelsau offers an exceptionally broad spectrum of
education opportunities. Apart from primary and
middle school, secondary school and grammar school,
there is also a technical secondary school for social affairs. Nine additional vocational schools for health and
caring professions are combined under the umbrella
of the diaconal social welfare organisation. Those
who wish to take their studies further will find an offer of one and multi-day seminars in the international
academy DiaLog as well as extra-occupational further
training that lasts several years.

Learning for life in practical
education
Multimedia education of the
highest standard
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"Doing a job that
makes you happy,
is not work
but the spice of life."
Eleonore van der Straten-Sternburg

neuendettelsau is

working

Thanks to its proximity to important traffic routes, Neuendettelsau is the ideal business location. Correspondingly, the spectrum of production companies and service
providers located here is diverse. The broadest range of
occupational groups is represented here, from automobile
technicians, solar technicians, software specialists right up
to surgeons and university professors. The diaconal social
welfare organisation alone employs about 2,000 people
directly in Neuendettelsau. Within a radius of 15 minutes
by car, more highly-qualified jobs can be found

20 specialist and general
practitioners practise in
Clinic Neuendettelsau, where
state-of-the-art medicine
and healthcare is provided.
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Mothers and children are optiics
mally cared for in the obstetrics
au.
ward at Clinic Neuendettelsau.
Almost 400 children see the
light of day every year.

The Alfred-Kolb sports
ch
ground with football pitch
and 400 m running track
d
is flanked by a school and
threefold sports hall.

Water slide, waterfall,
torrent, sauna and steam
bath ensure
fun and recreation in the
Novamare leisure pool.
Delicious ice cream and
small snacks can be purchased in the cafeteria.

neuendettelsau
and

healthy

active

All people whose health is important to them,
those who would like to keep fit or simply have
pleasure in playing, are well served in Neuendettelsau.
Clinic Neuendettelsau as well as numerous registere
red
d doctors from different faculties ensure optitered
mal medical care. Fun and recreation is offered at
Nova
Novamare water park and the Alfred-Kolb sports
cent
centre. A modern, multi-generation-fitness course
with a variety of different devices, strengthen
musc
muscles and train all regions of the body.

"Ge
"Getting
fit again"
is the task of the
medi-AN rehab
cen
centre's
physiotherapists located in the
apists,
bas
basement
of Clinic
Neuendettelsau.

"All life is motion,
motion is life."
Leonardo da Vinci

There is a broad
variety of different
typ of sport offered
types
in the sports club.

Christianity,
professionalism and
economic viability are the
pillars of work of the
Neuendettelsau diaconal
social welfare organisation.
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this is what
we do:

With 7.000 workplaces, the Neuendet-

erates modern seniors' facilities that are

telsau diaconal social welfare organisa-

tailored to the individual needs of their

tion is the largest employer in Ansbach

inhabitants, as well as 39 schools with

county and, with more than 200 facilities,

more than 4,000 pupils. What is more,

the largest diaconal sponsor in Bavar-

it is the sponsor of four clinics, among

ia. Founded in 1854 by the clergyman

them also Clinic Neuendettelsau, and two

Wilhelm Löhe as "Bildungsanstalt des

medical-care centres. In addition, there

weiblichen Geschlechts zum Dienste der

are daycare centres for children, conven-

Unmündigen und Leidenden", the ideals

tion and guest houses, the International

of the diaconal social welfare organi-

DiaLog academy , a number of different

sation have hardly changed since then,

craft and utility companies, and the two

yet the fields of activity have expanded

ecclesiastical workshops for host prepa-

enormously: The Neuendettelsau diaconal

ration and paramentics. The Diakonie

social welfare organisation takes care of

Neuendettelsau currently looks after,

people with disabilities, offers them a

supports, treats or teaches about 80,000

place to live and work as well as leisure

people in its facilities throughout Bavaria.

and developmental opportunities. It op-

neuendettelsau is

deaconry

The Diakonie Neuendettelsau offers older
people modern forms of living such as, for
instance service living for active senior citizens.

Women of the Diakonie Neuendettelsau have
been baking hosts since 1858. Initially only
for their own needs, today they produce more
than one million hosts annually and ship them
throughout the world.

The founding father of Neuendettelsau diaconal
social welfare organisation is Wilhelm Löhe. It is
especially thanks to his work that the community is known so well today, even abroad.

Neuendettelsau municipality would like to express its
gratitude for the photo material made available by:
Diakonie Neuendettelsau, Mission EineWelt, AugustanaHochschule, Landhotel-Gasthof Sonne (Family Bischoff),
Musikschule Neuendettelsau, Tourismusverband Fränkisches
Seenland and its partners, Günter Kohlmann, Neuendettelsau's
“Kantorei” and Matthias Querbach, Solarstrom Roth

Gemeinde Neuendettelsau
Johann-Flierl-Straße 19
91564 Neuendettelsau
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 9874 502-0
Fax: +49 (0) 9874 502-99

www.neuendettelsau.eu

